Group in the business of developing people

“With TMO I know I do count”

TMO’s work St. Anne’s Catholic

TMO’s work St. Anne’s Catholic

Dialysis Center for Uninsured

HL&P rate hike may fall victim to TMO petitions
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Sr. Christine Stephens, CDP
Co-Director Interfaith Education Fund

October 28, 2016

TMO launches voter registration drive in Houston

TMO “Standing for Families”,

TMO members size up candidates

The New York Times

Enforcement Is Next Task for Law on Wage Theft

October 29, 2011

TMO’s plan calls for 2,1 million to build 60 affordable single-family homes,
‘With TMO I know I do count’
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder

Mrs. Jan Wilbur

First Congregational Church of Houston

October 28, 2016
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Ms. Barbara Abel
St. Joseph Catholic Church

October 28, 2016
With TMO I know I do count
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"Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area," Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Mrs. Dora Cena
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church
October 28, 2016

TMO member size up candidates
TMO "Standing for Families"
TMO launches voter registration drive in Houston

HL&P rate hike may fall victim to TMO petitions
Dialysis Center for Uninsured
TMO’s work St. Anne’s Catholic

TMO renovates homes for needy families living in the Fifth Ward

Now I have hope

The New York Times

Enforcement Is Next Task for Law on Wage Theft
TMO’s plan calls for $2 million to build 60 affordable single-family homes,
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder

Mr. Edmund Broussard

St. Mary of the Purification Catholic Church

October 28, 2016
Group in the business of developing people
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"Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area," Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder

Mr. Tony Collins

Park Place United Methodist Church

October 28, 2016
‘With TMO I know I do count’
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Mrs. Ana Cummings
All Saints Catholic Church
October 28, 2016

TMO member size up candidates

TMO launches voter registration drive in Houston

‘Standing For Families’

New York Times

Enforcement Is Next Task for Law on Wage Theft

TMO’s plan calls for $2 million to build 60 affordable single-family homes,
Group in the business of developing people
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Mrs. Cynthia Gorczynski
The Metropolitan Organization
October 28, 2016
‘With TMO I know I do count’
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Rev. Robert McGee
Trinity United Methodist Church
October 23, 2016
Group in the business of developing people
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"Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area," Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder

Ms. Lovella Broussard Norman

St. Francis of Assisi Catholic Church

October 28, 2016

TMO member size up candidates

TMO launches voter registration drive in Houston

TMO’s plan calls for 2 million to build 60 affordable single-family homes,

The New York Times

Enforcement Is Next Task for Law on Wage Theft

Sister Christine Stephens, a staff member of the TMO, said, “The first time a coalition of this type of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews has been put together to deal with community concerns.”
With TMO I know I do count
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Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder

Ms. Ramona Toliver

Our Mother of Mercy Catholic Church

October 28, 2016
First Congregational Church of Houston

Rev. Bob Tucker

Founder

October 28, 2016

The Metropolitan Organization
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With TMOC, I know I do count.

TMOC's Work: St. Anne's, Emanuel, St. Mary's, St. Vincent's, St. Paul's, and St. Peter's

TMOC fights against racism, sexism, and homophobia.

TMOC promotes the rights of workers, the poor, and the voiceless.

TMOC supports the environment and the right to a healthy home.

TMOC fights against the political power of money in elections.

TMOC fights for decent housing and strong communities.

TMOC fights for a society that is fair, just, and equal.

TMOC was founded in 1970.

TMOC's mission is to promote social justice and human rights.

TMOC's vision is a world where all people are treated with dignity and respect.

TMOC's values are respect, equality, and compassion.

TMOC is a non-profit organization.

TMOC is a member of the Texas Organizing Project.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Organizing Coalition.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Community Coalition.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Labor Council.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area United Way.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Interfaith Council.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Roundtable.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Labor Council.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area United Way.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Interfaith Council.

TMOC is a member of the Houston Area Roundtable.
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Mr. George Zuckero
Assumption Catholic Church

October 28, 2016
With TMO I know I do count
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"Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area," Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Mrs. Damiana Zuckero
Assumption Catholic Church

October 28, 2016
TMO member size up candidates
‘With TMO I know I do count’
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about (His) kingdom. It is you in this hall who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Fiorenza said.

Founder
Ms. Rosemary Curry
Our Lady Star of the Sea

October 23, 2016
Sister Christine Stephens, a staff member of the TMO, said, “This is the first time that a coalition of this type, Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, has been put together to deal with community concerns.”

Rev. Mike Cole
General Presbyter of the Presbytery of the New Covenant

With TMO I know I count

Group in the business of developing people

size up candidates

TMO member

The New York Times

Enforcement Is Next Task for Law on Wage Theft

TMO’s plan calls for $2 million to build 60 single-family homes affordable
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“Jesus depends upon the church to help bring about His kingdom. It’s you who do the wonderful work that makes the kingdom of God a reality in this area,” Bishop Flowera said.